
⏤ FLEXIBLE AUTOMATION as a Service ⏤



Our mission is to provide appreciated, 
committed and efficient workmates.

That is why we want to make robot automation even easier, 
faster, cheaper and more accessible than hiring a temp.



Our History

Core-Competencies:

Automation Systems

Manual Assembly Process

Cloud Development

3D Vision

AI/Machine Learning

Rebl Ctrl released

Founded in 2018

Offices in Gothenburg & Skövde

Working toward a risk free
concept for flexible automation

AI + UX + Industry 4.0

Born out of a frustration

Business Development
Sales

Automation as a Service (AaaS) offering Kitting as a service - project

Joins Collaborative Robot Systems Laboratory

Rebl brings life to Emil, Karl and Ida 



New user and consumption behaviour
USER EXPERIENCE OBSESSION – GET INSPIRED,  SHARE &  COLLABORATE

Personalization

Specialized playlists

Flexible grouping

Physical resource sharing with others

Be influenced by others

See playlists

Automatic Updates and Upgrades

Supports for your units and sources

Plug and play

Pay for what you use

Low start-up cost

Digital resource sharing with others

Innovation accelerators 

Economy of scale



New user and consumption behaviour
USER EXPERIENCE OBSESSION – GET INSPIRED,  SHARE &  COLLABORATE

Personalization

Flexible grouping

Share with others

Automatic Updates and Upgrades

Pay for what you use
Specialised robot workmates

Learn from others

See robot competence profiles

Scale with no hindrance

Plug and produce



”It's Not the Big That Eat the Small...It's
the Fast That Eat the Slow”

Jim Collins, How the mighty fall 



⏤ Pre-configured Workmates⏤



Ida Emil Karl 
Picking and kitting. Picks from 
pallets or material facades. Makes 
sure the kitting is right for the 
operators. 

Hidden talent: 
Great at interpreting CAD-files and 
learns with ease how to pick new 
things.

Picks up the mantle: Emil will handle
the kitting of a normal kit for you 
within 2-4 weeks.

Can operate one or several
machines. Loading and emptying
if he only gets a little help
transporting the goods. He will
figure out how to arrange things. 

A tender of many machines, 
works both with finger grippers
and vacuum grippers, has an ace
up his sleeve. 

Operational in: 1-2 weeks

Sanding, likes to sand surfaces
that are a challenge to the 
surface grinder, that requires som 
extra sanding skill. 

Experience: Adds upp. All sanded
surfaces are logged and are used
for follow up and learning. All 
experience included. 

Starts sanding: Get a skilled
operator in 2-3 weeks

Some of our pre-trained workmates 
GET INSPIRED,  SHARE &  COLLABORATE



Some of our pre-trained workmates 

Emil 
Picking and kitting. Picks from 
pallets or material facades. Makes 
sure the kitting is right for the 
operators. 

Hidden talent: 
Great at interpreting CAD-files and 
learns with ease how to pick new 
things.

Picks up the mantle: Emil will handle
the kitting of a normal kit for you 
within 2-4 weeks.

GET INSPIRED,  SHARE &  COLLABORATE



Some of our pre-trained workmates 

Karl

Can operate one or several
machines. Loading and emptying if
he only gets a little help transporting 
the goods. He will figure out how to 
arrange things. 

A tender of many machines, works
both with finger grippers and 
vacuum grippers, has an ace up his
sleeve. 

Operational in: 1-2 weeks

GET INSPIRED,  SHARE &  COLLABORATE



Some of our pre-trained workmates 

Karl

GET INSPIRED,  SHARE & COLLABORATE

Emil 



Our mission is to provide appreciated, 
committed and efficient workmates.

That is why we want to make robot automation even easier, 
faster, cheaper and more accessible than hiring a temp.



Johan Hogsved
Grundare & COO
Rebl Industries
Intresserad av flexibel automation? 
Ta en kontakt:

Mobil: 0709-792579
E-post: johan.hogsved@rebl.se
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/johanhogsved/
www.rebl.se

http://rebl.se
https://www.linkedin.com/in/johanhogsved/
http://www.rebl.se/



